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Magic Words for 
Overcoming Objections

"Objections are simply requests for more information." 
~ Brian Tracy 
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by Kathy Schneider, Co-Founder of Freedom Boss Babes 

Examples of the Most Common Objections 

FEEL - FELT - FOUND 

I know just how you FEEL. I FELT the same way, too!

What I FOUND was _____________________.

OBJECTION: "I'm really busy, I don't have enough time."

OBJECTION: "I'm not a sales person!"

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! When I first started, I
had a teenager a preschooler and a newborn! What I found was this
business is perfect for busy people. We just work it into the nooks and
crannies of our lives.  

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! What I found was
we don't need to be salespeople. It's not about selling but about
sharing our incredible products (or service) and finding those with the
entrepreneur spirit and wanting more time and or money to do more of
what they love with the people they love. What we do is all about
helping people to have more. We're looking for people who enjoy
helping others.  
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OBJECTION: "I don't want to bug my family or friends."

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! What I found was
those who bug their family and friends never experience success
anyway! That is NOT what we teach or encourage. We share and find
people who have a need, for the products or who want more time
and/or money. 

OBJECTION: "I don't know very many people."

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! When I first got
started I lived in the country with no neighbors. I had a teenager in
school and two little ones under the age of 3. I had no time and very
few friends. What I found was we can learn to make new friends and
with Facebook and the Internet our boundaries are unlimited!  

OBJECTION: "I don't have the money to get started."

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! What I found was
that was the reason I needed this. And most of the successful people in
our industry didn't have any money when they started either. Let's
strategize and together I'm sure we can come up with a way to make
this work for you. 

OBJECTION: "I'd like to try the products first."

I know just how you feel! I felt the same way, too! What I found was
once I tried a sample, I was all in!! And with the money back guarantee,
there was nothing to lose. 
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Now obviously, you might need to 

customize some of these examples 

with your own experience and 

remember.... you can always use the 

stories of others in your company. 

We know there are objections you 

might receive that we've not listed... 

but hopefully these will give you a 

good start.  

Take a 1/2 an hour and and write out 

a few of your own or have a 

brainstorming session with a few 

team members! That can be fun!!! 

Kathy and Jordan 
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FEEL - FELT - FOUND 
 

I know just how you FEEL. 
I FELT the same way, too! 

 
What I FOUND was… 

Take this page and fold to fit and place where you can see it daily as you are talking to

prospects.  

Before you know it, you will be an expert at agreeing with your prospect's objections…
building those relationships and attracting more and more to join you in your business. 

Feel free to reach out to us if we can be of help!  

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TheFreedomBossBabes  

Have you joined our FREE online community for Network Marketing
Bosses? Come join in on the conversations and fun!

www.GlobalFreedomCommunity.com

https://www.facebook.com/TheFreedomBossBabes/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MLMFreedomCommunity

